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Members present were Richard Fair, Michael Murphy, Mayor, Amy Brewer, Kevin Glardon and
Pat Clements, City Manager.  Absent was Tom Miller.  Also present was Samuel L. Hill, City
Planner.

CONSIDERATION OF MINUTES

The first order of business was the consideration of the minutes for the meeting of August 16,
2016.  Without objection the minutes were approved.

Next, Staff and the Planning Commission acknowledged Mr. Murphy would be late to the
meeting.

CONDITIONAL USE –150 Rough Way – Assisted Living Facility – PUBLIC HEARING

The next item of business was an application submitted by Mr. Tim Riegert, on behalf of
Fairway Rentals LLC, for the proposed construction of an assisted living facility at 150 Rough
Way.  After staff summarized this agenda item, the public hearing was opened at 7:07 p.m.  Mr.
Adam Mathews, 1144 Walden Court, spoke in favor of the project as he is excited to see the
remaining section in Fairway Crossings finished.  Mr. Mathews wanted to get clarification on
whether or not there has been a traffic study conducted for left turns from Clubhouse Land onto
State Route 63 with the increased population.  Also, are there plans for this development to have
access from Neil Armstrong Way?  And my final question is can you provide any additional
information on what type of assisted living facility this will be back in the community?  Other
than that I am excited and happy we will have more people in the neighborhood.  Those are all
the questions that I have but I just wanted to have a few things clarified.  Thank you for your
time.  Staff indicated the Department of Engineering has reviewed the proposal and determined a
traffic impact study is not warranted.  I will defer to the applicant to provide additional
information regarding the type of assisted living facility.  No additional changes or access points
are being granted with this development.  Mr. Tim Riegert, Property Owner/Developer, spoke in
favor of the project.  Mr. Riegert provided insight as to the type of assisted living facility being
developed.  As far as the car count, the people living there, it’s a transition period going from
living in a home and they just can’t quite function by themselves.  One of the functions they will
not be doing anymore is driving.  So of the residents living there, they will not be driving.  The
only people that would be traffic flow, of any sort would be people coming to visit them.  So, on
a daily basis the residents are coming and going but people might be visiting them.  Mayor
Brewer asked, so we are talking about older adults…this is an older adult community.  I will use
myself as an example.  As I get older and I transition and cannot particularly live on my own, I
will need assistance.  I believe you said your daughter is an RN who will help. Can you talk a
little bit about that as well?  Mr. Riegert responded yes.  My daughter is in the health field and
my daughter-in-law is a psychologist so we have a little bit of a health thing in our family…but
back to the type of people that will be in the facility.  The people need help cleaning, doing their
laundry, make sure they eat, make sure they take their vitamins and other medications.  We will
not be distributing medicines, they have to get those themselves.  We will oversee these types of
functions to make sure they are done but residents are more than welcome to help with cooking
and food preparation, gardening….anything they want to do.  We will have daily functions for
them to do…basically so they can interact with other people and not just sitting at home confined
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to the point where no one has seen or talked to them in three days….that type of thing.  It’s a
step, they are not ready for a nursing home but they need some care, so the children and other
family members are a little more at ease that mom or dad is being taken care of so they can live
their lives not having to worry too much about their parents.  That’s basically what assisted
living is and what we are doing on the property.  Mr. Fair stated, we need to answer Mr.
Mathews question about the traffic.  The traffic volumes with the proposed 96 rooms will be less
than the 36 condominiums that were originally approved?  Mr. Riegert replied correct.  This may
not be quite 96 rooms in fact the final building may have a smaller footprint since it’s a short
area….never the less, these people will not be driving, so they will have no cars there.  They
won’t be coming and going, so back to the original drawings of 9 four families all of the people
coming and going everyday…so the traffic flow of that versus this….this is going to be much
less traffic flow of people coming and going every day.  Staff asked Mr. Riegert, to ease people’s
minds, are you restricting residents from having vehicles at the facility or do you believe they
will not have vehicles?  Mr. Riegert responded, we don’t believe they will have vehicles.  Once
they’ve made this decision and from that point they usually have doctor’s orders that indicate
they really shouldn’t be driving anymore….so I will say 99% of the people will not be driving
anymore.  Not to say a younger person wouldn’t want to live here….but I am not going to say
100% no…but all of the studies and research we have done it says people are done driving in an
assisted living facility…also for the safety of us.  Ms. Shelly Wilbur, 99 Rough Way, spoke in
opposition of the project.  I totally disagree with the traffic impact back there.  There are always
accidents from Clubhouse to State Route 63; there’s only 1 access.  I am an STNA so I am in the
health care field.  He is talking about bringing in 96 residents that are going to need all kinds of
staff.  It is not equipped back there with one access, in and out, for that type of facility.  Mr. Fair
asked Ms. Wilbur you think the 36 units will be better than the 96 rooms?  Ms. Wilbur responded
I’m saying without a secondary access back there, it’s not going to work.  Mr. Fair replied so you
are saying no matter what you put there it won’t work.  Ms. Wilbur responded not unless you put
another access point there.  Now Mayor Brewer, I don’t know how much research has been done
with the City of Lebanon Police Department, but there are always accidents there.  The last one
was three weeks ago, it was a three car…it was a bad accident.  I’ve lived there since 2007 and it
cannot handle 96…..and staff coming and going…I don’t personally want to hear ambulances
coming and going.  I think it’s a big mistake.  Mayor Brewer asked Ms. Wilbur if her opposition
to the development was based more on the traffic component and not the development piece of
it.  Ms. Wilbur stated that is correct.  That is my main concern….the traffic issue.  We have to
service Clubhouse and we have to service Rough Way….and the one entrance and exit off of
State Route 63….we cannot handle it.  Mr. Shawn Abrams, 1161 Walden Court, spoke in
opposition to the development.  The question I have is more towards the developer….the
apartments have to have food brought in….is this a commercial tractor trailer?....straight
trucks?...how will this be done?  I drive a truck so I now the noise that they make.  Mr. Riegert
responded, there will be no trucks.  Each building will have a chef and the chef will go to the
store just like you or I would to buy groceries to bring in daily or every other day.  These will be
personal vehicles…not commercial trucks or vehicles.  Mr. Abrams asked Mr. Riegert how many
employees per building?  You are saying the residents won’t be driving but how many worker
and employees will be at the buildings?  Mr. Riegert responded there will be 2 employees in each
building besides the chef.  Mr. Abrams asked what about lighting?  Mr. Riegert responded there
will be no additional street lighting.  These building will look like the homes in the area.  Mr.
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Abrams stated I know this isn’t up to you guys…this may be a state thing but have you ever
considered getting a light put outside of Rough Way?  Mr. Fair asked Mr. Abrams are you
referring to a traffic signal?   Mr. Abrams replied yes, because there are times that I will sit out
there 10 – 15 minutes trying to make a left-hand turn.  Mr. Fair stated, I can see that occurring
but that’s not a place for a traffic signal.  Mr. Abrams said knock on wood but I go to work
around 2am so there is no traffic.  Mr. Fair asked are there roadway improvements anticipated?
Staff replied not with this development.  There could be some roadway improvements if the 10-
acre property (Buchanan) at the northwest corner of State Route 63 and Neil Armstrong Way is
developed.  Development of the property could trigger roadway improvements.  Mr. Fair asked
staff, there are no turn lanes or entrance lanes back into the subdivision.  Staff replied not that I
am aware of.  Ms. Tonya Walker, 99 Rough Way, spoke in opposition of the development.  I
have lived there since 2000 and I disagree with the development due to the traffic.  Right now
it’s quiet and I am thinking this is going to cause more traffic through there...and if you building
another access road another way in and out through rough way, then that’s just going to have
people cutting through and taking short cuts to not have to go on 63.  Mr. Fair asked what access
road are you speaking of Ms. Walker?  Ms. Walker asked are they going to put another way in
and out of this development?  Staff replied no.  Mr. Fair added this is a private street so there will
be no other way out.  Ms. Walker stated okay well my main reason for opposition is because of
the traffic.  Also there is that big field out front on 63…why can’t they put it there?  Why are
they wanting to put it back in a neighborhood?  Staff replied, the applicant is the property owner
of the subject lot and does not have ownership of the acreage at the northwest corner of State
Route 63 and Neil Armstrong Way.  I don’t want to speak for the property owner but I am sure
he doesn’t want to purchase additional property to for a use that is permitted on property he
already has ownership of.  Mayor Brewer added the property is zoned commercial.  Mr. Riegert
asked Mr. Fair if he could respond to the traffic concerns raised by the homeowners in
opposition.  Mr. Fair allowed Mr. Riegert to address the board and the audience.  Mr. Riegert
stated looking at the big picture….when I first purchased the property, there was going to be 6
more 12 families built on that property.  The zoning was already approved for this to occur.
When we came into the picture, I wanted to do 4-family buildings which would have been 36
units.  So lets say there is a minimum of a husband and wife…..that’s 72 cars that can come and
go to work….still a lot less traffic from the 12-family units originally approved.  So we reduced
it from there….. what we are going to do now is reduce it even more.  You are looking at 3
workers per building times six which is 18 cars coming and going.  Again the residents will not
be driving….so the numbers are dwindling down quite a bit on what we are trying to do here.
Granted they will have visitors here and there…I’m not saying there will only be 18 cars per day
but trying to provide insight on the thought process we went through on the traffic flow.  I agree,
Lebanon is growing…there is a dealership looking at property at the corner…maybe the traffic is
something they will be looking at…I don’t know.  63 is a busy road but we are on the tail end of
a project that was approved way back when.  I don’t know if that helps with your thoughts on the
traffic issue.  Seeing no additional input from the general public, the public hearing was closed at
7:24 pm.  Mayor Brewer stated when we take a look at any kind of subdivision or development
and there is greenspace, we would all like for it to remain greenspace.  I believe this is a good
development for the community.  The traffic piece is another animal but I will speak to the
development piece.  I think it’s a good development….I think it’s an important
development….it’s not what it could have been.  These are going to be adults that transition as
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they get older.  It will be a well supervised development.  I think that’s important.  We cannot
have green space to remain green space, especially if you are in the City.  The traffic piece of it, I
know I have driven in there at times to visit…access out, it can be challenging and I agree with
you on that piece of it.  I think as development occurs with Buchanan’s property, which I believe
will happen, some changes will probably be made to address some of the traffic issues.  But I do
think it is a good development for the community...for our older adult population as they
transition.  I think this is housing that is definitely needed.  This is a good development and I do
know as we take a look at other developments along that area that traffic has to be looked at and
staff will do that as more development continues.  I think at some point the green space that you
are talking about will be developed as well.  Mr. Glardon stated Mayor Brewer captured
everything that I would have said.  Mr. Fair stated, I agree the development is going to be less
traffic than if we were to continue with the 36 units…so I would be in favor of the change to
permit the conditional use.  I think the City does need to look at road way improvement at
Clubhouse to 63.  It sounds like that might be a difficult access point.  A motion was made by
Mayor Brewer and seconded by Mr. Glardon to approve the conditional use to allow
construction of an assisted living facility at 150 Rough Way, subject to the following conditions:

1. All plan corrections as required in the City Planner’s memo dated September 6, 2016
shall be provided on revised plans for final staff approval prior to the conditional use
permit being issued for the project.

2. All applicable permits shall be issued by the City of Lebanon and the Warren County
Building Department prior to the start of construction.

3. Any variation from the approved plans will require additional review and approval by
the Department of Planning and Development and/or Planning Commission prior to
any work being conducted at the site.

The roll call was as follows: Mr. Fair, Yes; Mayor Brewer, Yes; Mr. Glardon, Yes

SUBDIVISION – Anna Lee Wharton Subdivision – NE Corner of State Route 48 & Miller Road

The next item of business was a subdivision plat submitted by Ms. Anna Lee Wharton to split a
single lot of record at the northeast corner of State Route 48 and Miller Road.  After staff
summarized this agenda item, a motion was made by Mrs. Brewer and seconded by Mr. Glardon
to recommend approval to the City Council for the Anna Lee Wharton subdivision plat, subject
to the following conditions:

1. The replat shall be recorded within sixty (60) days from the date of approval by
Lebanon City Council, as listed in Section  1117.04 (a)(4) of the Subdivision
Regulations.

2. A reproducible Mylar of the recorded plat shall be provided to the City of Lebanon.
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The roll call was as follows: Mr. Fair, Yes; Mayor Brewer, Yes; Mr. Glardon, Yes

SUBDIVISION – Lebanon Public Library – Sycamore Street & South Street

The next item of business was a subdivision plat submitted by Ms. Julie Sanvidge to consolidate
9 single lots of record to create a single lot at 101 S. Broadway.  After staff summarized this
agenda item, a motion was made by Mrs. Brewer and seconded by Mr. Glardon to recommend
approval to the City Council for the Lebanon Public Library subdivision plat, subject to the
following conditions:

1. The replat shall be recorded within sixty (60) days from the date of approval by
Lebanon City Council, as listed in Section  1117.04 (a)(4) of the Subdivision
Regulations.

2. A reproducible Mylar of the recorded plat shall be provided to the City of Lebanon.

The roll call was as follows: Mr. Fair, Yes; Mayor Brewer, Yes; Mr. Glardon, Yes

CERTIFICATE   OF   APPROPRIATENESS   –   SP-16-08-01;   Lebanon   Public   Library   –   Site   Plan   –
Parking Lot Expansion and New Construction

The next item of business was an application submitted by Ms. Julie Sanvidge, on behalf of the
Lebanon Public Library, to allow construct a new 72-space off-street parking lot; construct a 736
s.f. storage building and construct a new gateway entry feature and plaza area. After staff
summarized this agenda item, Mayor Brewer asked, what is the monument going to be?  Ms.
Julie Sanvidge responded we are reorienting the main entrance to the library and so instead of
just tucking yourself into some unknown boulevard it will give a visual confirmation that that’s
where you are going.  You are going to the library and you know you have entered the campus
there.  Mayor Brewer stated I am very excited to see you move along with this project…as
evidence by the Library Park, it’s a beautiful and aesthetic gateway into the core of the
community.  Looking forward to seeing what you will be doing and how fabulous it will look.
And I am in favor of the parking agreement for the Historical Society and the Lebanon Public
Library to share parking.  Mr. Fair stated I have a question.  When I think of a gateway, I think
of a gateway in to the City.  Is this just a sign going into the library site?  Mayor Brewer stated
the way I am looking at it is as you are coming down 63 what a beautiful way to come into the
City on either end and see how beautiful the library property is.  Mr. Fair continued, I like
everything on hear but my concern is the entrance on 63.  I tried to see in the drawings what
that’s going to look like and I just couldn’t tell what you are planning to do there.  If it’s just
going to be a signed driveway, those won’t work.  If it’s going to be a right-out only…and it’s
signed only, it’s just not going to work.  I would like to see what you are doing on 63 to force
people to make the right out only and not a left in going west on 63.  Staff replied the
Department of Engineering has worked with the applicant and it is required to reduce the access
point and curb to force the right out only.  Mr. Fair replied great…if it’s just a driveway, it will
not work.  Staff also pointed out for clarification, the monument is not a sign.  It’s more of an
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ancillary structure.  Staff has discussed this with the applicant because the code does not permit
the structure as a sign as it would exceed the maximum sizes including height and sign area.
However, structures are permitted to have wall signage erected as long as the signage meets the
standards outlined in the code.  Mr. Fair asked Mr. Murphy if he had any comments.  Mr.
Murphy stated I wanted to apologize to everyone for being late.  Staff just answered the only
question that I had about the application so I am good.  Following the discussion, a motion was
made by Mayor Brewer and seconded by Mr. Glardon to approve the COA application at the
Lebanon Public Library, subject to the following conditions:

1. All plan corrections as required in the City Planner’s letter dated September 9, 2016
shall be provided on revised plans for final    staff    approval prior to any zoning,
comprehensive and/or building permits being issued for the project.

2. The owner shall consult with the Department of Planning and Development prior to
any future improvements, renovations and/or refurbishment of the structure. 

3. Lots shall be consolidated via subdivision plat to create one contiguous parcel of land.

4. Approval of the parking agreement between the Lebanon Public Library and the
Warren County Historical Society.

5. All required City and County permits shall be issued prior to beginning any
construction activity at the site.

6. Any variation from the approved plans will require additional review and approval by
the Department of Planning and Development and/or Planning Commission prior to
any work being conducted at the site.

The roll call was as follows: Mr. Fair, Yes; Mayor Brewer, Yes; Mr. Glardon, Yes; Mr. Murphy,
Yes.

SITE    PLAN–    SP-16-08-02;    Lebanon    Ford    –    Site    Plan    –    New    Construction,    Parking    Lot
Expansion and Building Footprint Expansion 

The next item of business was an application submitted by Mr. Rob Humason, on behalf of
Lebanon Ford, has submitted an application for major site plan review of an expansion project at
the Lebanon Ford Dealership.  After staff summarized this agenda item, Mayor Brewer stated
how amazing Lebanon Ford is and how amazing the business is for the community.  Not only the
economic development that it provides for our residents and those who come here to stimulate
our economy but also what you do in community service wise for our community, what you do
each and every day, and I would like to say thank you for that.  Also, what you do in terms of for
our veterans is amazing as well.  I am so excited and pleased that you have the ability to expand
as your business continues to grow.  When you have great leadership and great people working
for you, that can make it happen as well.  Mr. Fair stated I don’t mean to be good cop, bad cop
but we have 6 pages of comments here.  Staff replied, a lot of the comments pertain to items not
shown on the plans that need to be shown.  There are a couple of aisle widths that need to be
adjusted within the parking area.  Mr. Fair indicated some of the comments seem substantial in
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nature and wanted to know if the City Engineer was present to speak to the comments.  Staff
replied the City Engineer is not present; however, I did speak with him earlier regarding the
comments in which it was indicated they were working with the Engineer of record to address
the issues.  No major concerns were raised during the discussions with the applicants as they are
in agreement to address the comments.  Mr. Rob Humason addressed the board and indicated the
comments were the initial comments sent out and the plans have been modified since that time,
so many of the concerns have been addressed.  Mr. Murphy stated the comments are date August
31 and the drawings are dated September 15.  So the drawings are more recent.  In the comments
is says a landscape plan is required which has been provided with the drawings we received so it
would appear that a lot of the comments may be addressed.  Along the lines of the buffering
required, it seems as though the landscape requirement is geared more towards active movement
in parking lots…whether its traffic in and out, headlights at night….screening adjacent properties
from cars that turn their headlights on and back out.  You don’t have nearly that kind of activity
at a place like this or at a business like this.  You do have some but it’s not the same kind of
constant traffic flow so the effort that they have put into screening the adjacent property seems
sufficient, well and above what I would think should be necessary to screening an unoccupied
adjacent property.  And the fact that they are 8 trees and 8 shrubs short on a lot this big where
they are providing this many doesn’t seem to me to be a significantly proportionate deficiency so
I personally would not have a problem with approving the landscape plan as submitted.  Mayor
Brewer added I agree.  Mr. Fair indicated he had another question about the driveway
approaches.  Are we eliminating a driveway approach? Are we moving one?  Because it looks
like this is a little bit different that the one we have here.  Mr. Humason replied the initial plan
we had showed an additional drive in the middle of the lot.  Actually, there are several curb cuts
along there right not that are being eliminated.  We proposed to put the additional curb cut in
there as we think it will help the way the lot will flow.  It’s my understanding talking to staff we
will need to apply for that curb cut separately and get that approved through council, so it’s not
shown at this time.  Staff added, just for clarifications that development standards requires and/or
permits one access point per lot.  This development will be on a single lot so they are technically
permitted on access point.  In conjunction with the Comprehensive Plan which calls for the
elimination to curb cuts not needed.  The applicant will have to follow the requirements outlined
in the Development Standards and provide the request to the City Engineer for further review.
Should the City Engineer determine the additional access point is not warranted, the applicant
may appeal the decision to the City Council.  Mr. Fair indicated I noticed there is an existing
access point that is being maintained.  Staff replied correct and identified the existing access
drives on the property.  Mr. Fair asked is the existing driveway a shared driveway?  Staff replied
which drive are you referring to?  Mr. Fair pointed it out and staff replied yes.  Mr. Fair
continued well there are too many access points on Columbus Avenue, so it is good to eliminate
the number for traffic safety and flow.  Following the discussion, a motion was made by Mayor.
Brewer and seconded by Mr. Murphy to approve the site plan for Lebanon Ford at 764
Columbus Avenue, subject to the following conditions:

1. A subdivision plat further splitting and consolidating the lot to house all vehicular sales
activities on one lot shall be submitted for review and approval prior issuance of the
zoning permit to begin construction of the facilities.
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2. All plan corrections as required in the City Planner's memo dated September 4, 2014
shall be provided on revised plans for final   staff   approval prior to the conditional use
permit being issued for the project. 

3. All applicable permits shall be issued by the City of Lebanon and the Warren County
Building Department prior to the start of construction.

4. Any variation from the approved plans will require additional review and approval by the
Department of Planning and Development and/or Planning Commission prior to any
work being conducted at the site.

The roll call was as follows: Mr. Fair, Yes; Mayor Brewer, Yes; Mr. Glardon, Yes; Mr. Murphy,
Yes.

MAP AMENDMENT – Faith Building Church – 875 Covenant Way

The next item of business was a map amendment application submitted by Mr. Anthony Wade
Mr. David Baysore, to rezone the property at 875 Covenant Way from R-1C to P-I.  After staff
summarized this agenda item, Mayor Brewer commented the improvements look wonderful and
the church looks fabulous, so thank you very much.  Mr. Fair asked staff if the setback for the
additional parking is the same for both zones.  Staff replied yes.  Following the discussion, a
motion was made by Mr. Glardon and seconded by Mayor Brewer to provide a favorable
recommendation to City Council for approval of the map amendment.

The roll call was as follows: Mr. Fair, Yes; Mayor Brewer, Yes; Mr. Glardon, Yes; Mr. Murphy,
Yes.

OTHER BUSINESS

Staff provided the Planning Commission with an update on House Bill 523.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

_____________________________________       ____________________________________
SECRETARY – PLANNING COMMISSION          CHAIRMAN – PLANNING
COMMISSION


